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Something went wrong and contacted us about the problem. Are you pregnant with a baby or a girl? There are many fun ways to predict your child's sex. One of the most popular ways of old wives tale is to use the Chinese calendar for both sexes. This method attempts to predict your child's sex based on an ancient Chinese sex chart
and uses your lunar age and the lunar month from which you were conceived to determine the sex of the child. The history of the Chinese gender calendar chart we have heard several stories about the history of the Chinese gender calendar chart. Legend has it that the chart is about 700 years old and that it was found in an ancient royal
cemetery. Another rumor is that the chart was found in the underground storage room in the forbidden Royal City of Qing. The most popular tale is that the chart was created during the Qing Dynasty of China (1644-1911) and is based on the First Qing, or Book of Changes, and is based on the five elements (minerals, water, wood, fire
and earth), Wen, Yang and Alba Kwa (eight trigram). It is said that the Chinese graph of the gender calendar was relied upon by the imperial family of the Qing dynasty to choose the genders of the children. It was kept in the palace and was not publicly available. At the end of the Qing dynasty, the chart was taken during the boxers'
rebellion by the army and then the documents were sent to England. It was given to the king and translated into English. The chart later appeared in Austria and when a Chinese researcher saw it, it copied the content and brought it to Taiwan and published it in the newspaper in 1972. We searched for facts to find the true history of the
Chinese gender calendar chart and couldn't find any compelling evidence to support any of these stories. We see this graph as a purely fun and inde-actual way to guess your child's sex. How accurate is the Chinese gender calendar? The accuracy of the Chinese gender chart is questionable. Some say that it is more accurate than other
gender prediction tools. We've read that about 70% minutes. Others say it's 90% accurate. There is no scientific basis for the Chinese gender chart so the most we can guarantee is 50%. We warn anyone who relies on this method to visualize a particular gender. Take this prediction with a grain of salt and know that it is a 50/50 chance
you are carrying either a boy or a girl. For a more accurate answer, we recommend taking an ultrasound or a blood test to determine the child's sex. How does the Chinese gender calendar work? This graph predicts your baby's sex by combining the mother's lunar age and lunar month of pregnancy. Many people believe that these graphs
pass the gregorian or western calendar dates, but it is lunar dates that make the prediction. If you don't know your lunar dates, don't worry! Make this Chinese gender calendar chart easy for you. All you have to do is: Enter your actual date of birth. Enter your pregnancy month. Click on predicting the sex of the child. With your information,
the calculator will convert your dates to moon dates for you with the final sex tibet. Let's see what it's going to be! I've seen a lot of gender charts. There is only one Chinese gender calendar and it never changes. If others are found elsewhere with different predictions, these predictions are incorrect and you should not use the original
Chinese gender graph. Pregnancy Tree Champa April 29, 2015 6 comments from the day you conceived it to the day you play, the excitement of not knowing the sex of the child stays with you. Even relatives and friends continue to take an unruly guess about it. Baby showers become much more delicious. Should you be aware of the
many tales of old wives associated with predicting child sex during pregnancy? All right! It is believed that the Chinese prediction of gender or temporal estimation of the sex of the child has an accurate estimate. Although it's a bit difficult to comment on the level of accuracy as it has been passed from generation to generation, it's definitely
fun to listen. Try the Chinese sex protitor for fun. When I was carrying my son, the traditional and most trusted lady of the house she was saying he was a boy, and we would not believe her. The day we returned from the hospital after giving birth, she looked at me and smiled. Much later, I asked her how she knew and she said, well, that's
a secret. So, for all you're curious parents, these tales serve as an entertaining way to predict the sex of your unborn child. Around the world, there are many traditional pregnancy sayings that claim to give you an indication if you are going to have a baby or a baby girl. There are also Indian gender prediction tips based on tidal waves in
the sea to the fullest and without a moon. They don't have any proven scientific base but then who stops you to make your own assumptions until the baby is born, right? The Chinese gender prediction or forecasting scheme is also called the Child Sex Chart in the Chinese Calendar, Chinese Birth Calendar or Chinese Pregnancy
Calendar. She is believed to be more than 700 years old and is now presumed to be at the Beijing Institute of Science. Lunar Age of the Mother: It is fairly simple to use and is used worldwide by potential parents to get an indication of the sex of their unborn child. It is not based on any proven scientific facts and is used only for enjoyment
purposes as it is considered a little more accurate compared to other traditional pregnancy sayings. Before you go to use this calendar, it's important to know the right way to calculate the final results. This calendar is based on the age of the moon for the mother and her unborn child. How to use the Chinese sex prediction chart of the
forecast: 1. Determine your Chinese age at the time of pregnancy. Just follow the link below to predict chinese gender. Click here for the chart. 2. Find the lunar month during which the baby was carried by calculating the successor from the expected date of birth. 3. Take the Chinese calendar and find the intersection of your lunar age
(calculated above) and the pregnancy month of your unborn child. The corresponding box will give you an idea if you are expecting a child or a girl! Try this chart to predict Chinese sex (also known as the Chinese Sex Index or Calculator). We've heard that it is said to be up to 93 percent accurate in predicting your child's sex: so, people,
have you had fun with this Chinese gender prediction? At least, the idea is to make pregnancy more enjoyable. Whether it's a girl or a boy, life for you will be beautiful anyway. Good luck with the pregnancy and loads of love to your little one. In our next blog on gender prediction, we'll take you through the popular indian gender prediction
chart. Disclaimer: TCT does not promote gender identification. This post is purely mean for fun and aims to add some excitement to the overall pregnancy experience! Photo source: 01, 02, 03, 04 Baby Sex Identification has not been as easy as with our Chinese sex prediction. The tool makes all the necessary calculations and
conversions, which help you get the best out of the old Chinese gender chart, without knowing anything about the lunar calendar. What can chinese gender prediction do? Expect the sex of the unborn child to choose the date of birth of the mother and the date of pregnancy in the calculator below. If you are not sure about the pregnancy
date, you can only choose the expected due date option+. Then click on the button show me the sex of the baby, you will get the lunar month and the date of pregnancySex baby Zodiac Chinese baby sexbabylunar age at the time of pregnancyThe expected position of the child in the Chinese sex chart month in
ConceptionLunarAge123456789 1011112181922221 22324225222282933333334533333333333844444444444To know the accuracy of the forecast, the best way is to try the predictor on yourself, your relatives, and friends. It's simple. Both the mother and her child have determined the date of birth, and they are ready to test the
accuracy of the chart. It is very important to check the check button the expected due date/date of birth or you may get the expected sex error. If you think this graph is not a good prediction for you to know sex, we have compiled tests to predict 100 children plus sex to use to determine the sex of the fetus. Tests include monitoring
Emotional changes of the body, methods of calculating the date of birth, methods of superstition, methods of ancient wisdom, and much more. People also read: Choosing a child's sex with chinese gender prediction more than family planning, choosing the sex of the child can be necessary to prevent diseases and disorders associated
with sex. The fact is that the same sex chart can be used to determine your child's sex. You can choose sex, our baby sex selector will show you what is the best time to get pregnant. The theoretical appearance of the child of the Chinese elderly believe that the old chart not only predicts the sex of the child, but also the appearance of the
child – that is, if the male child will be born with male or feminine features; And if the baby is female you will be born with feminine features or masculine features! The way is simple. After conducting a sex test with the Chinese sex index, pay attention to the 1 month, 5, and 9 of the mother's age in the Chinese sex chart. If two or three
faces are boys, the child inherits a male appearance. On the contrary, if two or three girls are, this child will have a feminine appearance. Of course, if the three faces were boys, the child would be very male, and if the three faces were girls, the child would be very feminine. Example 1Mother's DOB: May 5, 1993 Pregnancy Date: April 30,
2018 These two pieces of information in the Chinese Sex Index, you know that the age of lunar mother is 26 and baby boy. As you can see from the chart at the age of 26, two of the three child faces (1, 5, and 9th month) are girls. As a result, the child looks a bit feminine. Example 2Mother's DOB: January 1, 1984 Pregnancy Date:
October 15, 2015This is in the Chinese Sex Index, you know that the age of lunar mother is 33 and the child is a girl. As you can see from the chart at age 33, three of the three child faces (1, 5, and 9th month) are girls. The baby must look very feminine. The woman is a sex drawing rapporteur tells you that the sex of the child is
determined only by two factors, namely the lunar month of pregnancy and the lunar age of the mother. In other words, the father is not involved in the process of determining the sex of the child. It is clearly contrary to the prevailing theory of using x and Y chromosomes to determine a person's gender. However, there have been several
research studies that have found that the female egg membrane produces different electrical charges that can attract sperm X or Y. If so, it is true that the female chooses the sex of the child, and the male does not determine the sex of the child until after pregnancy. Last updated: Oct 13, 2020 @ 3:04 am
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